Hello,
Thank you for your interest in the “Explore RGV Website, Mobile Application and Digital Media” rfp. Responses to your questions are in red text below:

1. Must each of companies integrating the Co-Partnership fill the formats listed below separately (this would be two copies of each one signature on each)?
   OR
   Just one format and have one representative of each company signing (this would be one copy of each two signatures on each format)?
   OR
   Just one Representative of the Co-Partnership sign all on behalf of the Co-Partnership (this would one copy one signature)?.

Formats:
A. Proposal Acknowledgment
B. Certification of Incorporation
C. Non-Collusion Certificate
D. Declaration of Conflict of Interest

Each company will need to fill the formats listed in the rfp separately and submit them separately.

2. Is there be any other format other the A,D,F,G above that could have a special indication, or other consideration that could apply specifically for the case of Co-Partnerships?

Each company will also have to provide references and a case study separately.

A co-partnership is not discouraged, however the contract will be awarded to a single company. Those responding to the rfp as a partnership (two companies) must decide which entity will be the primary contractor and which will be the subcontractor.

Thanks,
The Lower Rio Grande Valley Development Council